
YELVERTON to CLEARBROOK 2018 

Winter is reluctant to release its grip this year but those 

sub-zero temperatures of late are finally beginning to rise 

however, for a time they were accompanied by Siberian 

gales and blizzards causing the media to dub our British 

weather  ’The Beast form the East’. Understandably, the 

recent weather and last week’s cancelled walk were the 

main topics of conversation as we set off this morning 

but not far from where we had parked our cars our first 

sighting of Plymouth Leat gave our group of 27 

something else to talk about for a while. Both this man-

made water channel and the one we will see further on 

have been completely dry since Burrator reservoir first 

became operational in 1898.   

The word leat comes from the Old English word - wætergelæt which literally means 'water 

channel'. The first leat we walked alongside took water from the River Meavy and was constructed 

towards the end of the 16th century under the guidance of Francis Drake who was mayor of 

Plymouth at that time; it is also why this leat is often referred to as Drake’s Leat and logically why 

the trail we were walking along was named ‘Drake’s Trail’ when it was first created. Devonport Leat 

which later appeared on our right was constructed almost two centuries after 

Drake’s Leat; however its condition has deteriorated somewhat in comparison. Even 

now in the 21st century there are still over 60 miles (100 km) of leats still containing 

flowing water and regular maintenance is carried out to ensure they stay that way. 

Today’s fine weather had not just brought out the walkers, but a great number of 

cyclists too so we needed our wits about us as we headed onwards looking at leats 

and at granite sleepers and chatting amongst ourselves. These sleepers and the shed 

a bit further on where the horses were once changed are all that remain of a 10½ 

mile horse-drawn tramway that once ran from the quarries on Dartmoor down to 

Plymouth. The long-lasting granite that was carried on the open wagons was later 

used for construction purposes including some of London’s most famous bridges. 

In an open space we paused to watch a small group of Dartmoor ponies as they 

grazed peacefully nearby paying no attention to us whatsoever. We also noticed 

that icy snow still remained in shady pockets but on Dartmoor’s highest tors it appeared to be 

melting before our very eyes in today’s watery sunshine. 



Soon we were dropping down towards Clearbrook with springy 

grass beneath our feet but once past a row of houses and the 

local pub, we had to walk in the road for a while. Most of us had 

walked this way before so we knew that Hoo Meavy Bridge lay 

at the bottom of the hill. Usually we enter the field beside the 

bridge for our break beside the river but the ground was looking 

rather muddy so most of us congregated on top of the bridge 

this time. By now the sky had 

clouded over and the temperature 

had taken a sudden dive so hats and 

gloves that had been removed 

earlier were soon being donned for 

the second time this morning. The 

return journey was completely 

different as the level footpath now 

followed the River Meavy through 

the valley before this veered off to the right and the path continued ahead in the shade towards a 

couple of secluded properties. A rusty gate, one of 

several on this path, led us into woodland to walk 

upwards on top of centuries of leaf-mould. 

At the top the path became narrower with a dis-

used railway line on our left beyond a very rusty 

wire fence. This barrier was doing no earthly good 

and one or two of the walkers just stepped over it 

to have a look at the former track bed which lay in a 

deep cutting beyond. As I stood watching I noticed 

that here 

bizarrely, 

the leaf-

mould had 

a lot of 

fallen 

holly leaves on top and as holly is evergreen, I decided this 

was probably the aftermath of the recent gales. 

This footpath ended when a rusty kissing gate led us all 

into the lane where we passed beneath this railway bridge 

before making our way up along a permissive path through 

a farm and back onto the Drake’s Trail to end our walk. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


